Abstract. This paper studies convergence to equilibrium for the spatially inhomogeneous linear relaxation Boltzmann equation in Boltzmann entropy and related entropy functionals the p-entropies. Villani proved in [23] entropic hypocoercivity for a class of PDEs in a Hörmander sum of squares form. It was an open question to prove such a result for an operator which does not share this form. We show exponentially fast convergence to equilibrium with explicit rate in entropy for a linear relaxation Boltzmann equation. The key new idea appearing in our proof is the use of a total derivative of the entropy of a projection of our solution to compensate for additional error term which appear when using non-linear entropies. We also extend the proofs for hypocoercivity of both the linear relaxation Boltzmann and kinetic Fokker-Planck to the case of p-entropy functionals.
Introduction
In this paper we constructively prove convergence to equilibrium for the linear relaxation Boltzmann equation on the torus in relative entropy. We also look at other entropy functionals, the p-entropies. The equation is
Where f = f (t, x, v) : R + × T d × R d → R and λ is a positive constant. We always consider f to be a probability density so it is positive and of mass one, this is well known to be preserved by the equation. The operatorΠ is defined bỹ
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The equilibrium state of this equation is µ(x, v) = M(v) × 1. We give two separate notations here to emphasize when we consider it as a function of v alone or a function of x and v. We will always work in terms of h = f /µ which satisfies,
here we define Π by Πh = R d h(t, x, u)M(u)du.
So the function Πh does not depend on v.
We want to study the convergence to equilibrium for solutions to this equations in relative entropy, H, and Fisher information, I, of f to µ. Studying the relative entropy has been an important way of showing convergence to equilibrium for kinetic equations since Boltzmann's H-theorem [9] . Fisher information was introduced into kinetic theory by McKean to study convergence to equilibrium for a caricature of the Boltzmann equation [18] . These quantities are defined in terms of h = f /µ, and are
h log(h)dµ,
dµ.
Villani and Desvillettes demonstrated convergence to equilibrium in weighted H 1 for spatially inhomogeneous kinetic equations including the Boltzmann equation in [11, 12] , their techniques were also applied to the linear Boltzmann equation in [10] where they show convergence faster than any power of t. After this the theory of hypocoercivity was developed and the equation is shown to converge to equilibrium in weighted L 2 [16] by Hérau in order to demonstrate the applicability of the tools used in [17] . Convergence in weighted H 1 is also demonstrated in section 5.1 of [22] by Neumann and Mouhot as a consequence of a more general theorem. The techniques used in both these papers exploit commutator relations between the transport and collision part of the equation using the tools of hypocoercivity also see [14, 17, 23, 15, 19, 13] . The paper [1] , shows convergence in Sobolev spaces with improved rates, and studies the convergence in relative entropy for models with discrete velocities. The convergence demonstrated in all these papers is of the form H(f (t) − µ) ≤ Ce −γt H(f (0) − µ), where C and γ are explicit constants. If C = 1 the equation would be coercive in this norm. When C > 1, we use the terminology introduced in [23] and say that it is hypocoercive. We can see that our equation is hypocoercive not coercive as if it were coercive for all initial data that would be equivalent the inequality
If we call the left hand side of this inequality the functional −D(f (t) − µ) then having this inequality for all initial data in some set A is equivalent to
We can check that this last inequality does not hold for the functionals we consider when f is in local equilibrium (i.e. of the form ρ(x)M(v)). More precisely we can check that D(ρM − µ) = 0. Entropic hypocoercivity was introduced by Villani in [23] . More recently entropic hypocoercivity and hypocoercivity in different Φ entropies have been studied for diffusion operators [5, 7, 20, 4] . Working in relative entropy allows us to show convergence to equilibrium for a different class of initial data than if we were to use the results in Hilbert spaces. Another important advantage of working in entropy and Fisher information is that these distances behave well as the dimension of the space increases. The proofs also rely on logarithmic Sobolev inequalities where the constants do not depend on dimension. In part 1 section 6 of [23] , Villani studies entropic hypocoercivity for derivative operators in a 'A * A + B' form. As in the Hilbert space theory this is done by constructing a 'twisted norm' which he then shows will converge to equilibrium. Here the role of the 'twisted norm' is taken by a distorted Fisher information like term
where S is a non-diagonal matrix. Crucially, as in many previous works we need to introduce a term with mixed derivatives. This term allows us to use the transport part of the equation to generate dissipation in the directions not dissipated by the collision operator.
The main purpose of this work is to demonstrate that entropic hypocoercivity can be proved for an equation which is not in 'A * A + B' form. The key difference between the proofs given here and those of previous hypocoercivity results arises because we do not have a diffusion operator. Therefore we cannot use the chain rule or understand the dissipation in terms of commutators or compositions of first order derivatives as is done in the first section of [23] . We find that these terms produce more extra terms which do not have an analogy in the Hilbert space case in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [22] . Therefore, we need to add an extra entropy term to the functional. This term can be bounded above by H(f ) so we can still state our results in terms of the entropy and fisher information.
Theorem 1.
If f is a solution to (1) with initial data f 0 such that
then there exist constants Λ and α, β depending on λ but not on the dimension such that
This implies that for some γ,
We then look at the convergence to equilibrium in p-entropy, that is for p ∈ (1, 2] we consider entropies of the form
where h is as in the first section, and here the analogy of Fisher information is
These quantities interpolate between the Hilbert space case p = 2, and the Boltzmann entropy case, p ∼ 1. They are used in [3, 8] to study Fokker-Planck equations and convergence to equilibrium. Here we have inequalities due to Beckner in [6] which play the same role as the logarithmic Sobolev inequality does in showing hypocoercivity in Boltzmann entropy. They are of the form
These can be shown by interpolating between Poincaré and logarithmic Sobolev inequality [2] . Using this we can prove a similar theorem in the p-entropy case.
Theorem 2. If f is a solution to (1) with initial data f 0 such that
then there exist constants Λ and α, β depending on λ, p, d such that
Remark. For the case p = 2 we recover the result of section 5.1 in [22] .
Lastly, we look at the kinetic Fokker-Planck equation and its convergence to equilibrium in p-entropy. It is already known that this is hypocoercive in H 1 and relative entropy see for example [17, 23] . For completeness of our study, we extend this result to the p-entropies. The proof in p-entropies is very similar to that of these other results. The equation in terms of h is
Theorem 3. If f is a solution to (3), with finite initial Fisher information, then there exists an explicit constant k such that
This implies for some C we have,
Remark. We now briefly consider the case where x ∈ R d and the transport operator also involves a confining potential term. For the kinetic Fokker-Planck equation Villani shows convergence in H 1 and Boltzmann entropy in the first section of [23] . In [20] Monmarché proves a general theorem which shows that hypocoercivity holds for the kinetic Fokker-Planck equation with confining potential in a class of Φ entropies which include the p-entropies. The proof here is different in strategy to the one given here or in [23] but very similar calculations to the ones used here in the proof of Theorem 3 can show hypocoercivity for the kinetic Fokker-Planck in the confining potential case. The situation is different for the linear relaxation Boltzmann equation. It is shown to be hypocoercive in L 2 in [16, 13] . To show hypocoercivity for the linear relaxation Boltzmann equation with a confining potential in Φ-entropies would involve a very different strategy to our proofs in this equation. However, in the near to quadratic case it is possible to exploit additional cancellations happening in the operator to show convergence as is shown in [21] .
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Boltzmann entropy
Throughout the main parts of this paper we work with an h which is bounded above and below by constants and has bounded derivatives of all orders. In this set of possible h, all the integration by parts and differentiating through the integral are justified. In the appendix we show that these properties are propagated by the equation and that we can extend the result to a wider set using a density argument.
We now outline our strategy for the proof. Our goal is to get constructive rates of convergence to equilibrium by closing a Grönwall estimate on a functional that we construct. This functional is composed from the components of Fisher information and an entropy term. We introduce the components of Fisher information.
We note here that I M does not have a sign. We also introduce a projected entropy which we use in our functional,
We have several more terms which only appear in the intermediate steps of the proof,
hdµ,
We prove later in this section that I X − I ΠX ≥ 0. By differentiating along the flow of the equation we show that d dt
We begin by constructing a functional of the form
This inequality means that J is equivalent to the Fisher information I. We now give a strategy for choosing the A i . Whenever A 1 A 3 − A 2 2 /4 ≥ 0 we can choose ǫ so that the sum of terms in the derivative of J which involve I ΠX/X , I ΠV /V will be negative. We need that A 2 is non-zero since inequality 5 provides the negative I X which we want in the derivative. The most natural next step would be to use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to control I M by I X , and I V . However, we can check that the quantity of I M is too large for this to be possible. We need to utilise inequality 4. We do this by showing that
This is the key new element in our proof.
By adding a quantity of H Π to the functional and using inequality 7, we can now control I M by I V and I X − I ΠX . Since the inequality 4 doesn't produce bad terms we are free to add as much I
X to the functional as we need. Therefore, by adding a large amount of H Π and I X to our functional we can cancel out the positive I X − I ΠX . Therefore we can make η small. This means the sum of the positive I V from controlling I M and the negative I V from inequality 6 will sum to a negative amount of I V . We recall that we also have some negative I X for inequality 5. So we have,
We then use the equivalence between J and I and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality to get
So we can close a Gronwall estimate and then use the equivalence between J and I again to translate this to an inequality on I.
Before beginning the main proof it is helpful to separate out some lemmas. The first result relates the quantities involving only Πh to quantities coming from the full Fisher information. For this we define the local average speed U (x), of a solution to (1) by
Lemma 1. For any h we have that
This implies that for all h there exists a constant C such that
Finally, if h is a solution to (2) then
Proof. We can see that the first inequality will follow if
Since Π is integrating against a probability measure we would like to use Jensen's inequality.
Instead of looking at h we consider H = (∇ x h, h) and the function φ(x, y) = |x| 2 /y which is convex so we have from Jensen's inequality that,
which implies our desired result since Π commutes with ∇ x . (Here Π acts component wise on vectors).
The second inequality follows since the log-sobolev inequality on the torus with uniform measure says that
We then use the first inequality to get the final result.
For the last part,
Since,
we have that
We now prove inequalities 4, 5, 6. First, for simplicity, we introduce some notation. Let
O represent the derivative along the semi-group generated by any given operator O.
Lemma 2. We have the following inequalities or inequalities on the derivatives of the components of Fisher information,
Here ǫ is any strictly positive number.
Remark. The first three equalities simply follow in a very similar way to [22] . When we are differentiating under the flow of L we begin to see terms appearing which correspond to the relative Fisher information of h to Πh or vice versa. These terms are similar in spirit to terms like ∇ x (h − Πh) appearing in [22] .
Proof. The first three equalities are straightforward calculations. They are also given in a different form in [23] .
For the last three terms we have that,
where this last result follows from the fact that
Here the last inequality follows from the first inequality in Lemma 1.
We can check that all the terms appearing on the right hand side can be bounded in terms of
which justifies switching integration and differentiation.
It might appear at this point that if we were to split I M ≤ I X /2η + ηI V /2 then we would be able to close a Gronwall type estimate but we cannot close an estimate doing this. We can see that unlike in [22] we have not bounded (d/dt) L I M by terms only involving v-derivatives and the distance between h and Πh with x-derivatives, this produces some extra mixed term in the derivative which has to be dealt with.
Lemma 3. For any positive η we have
Proof. First we notice that
where here we push the integration in v onto either h or ∇ x h and use the fact that Π commutes with ∇ x . Now we can see that
Πh log(Πh)dx
We are now able to prove the main theorem
Proof of Theorem 1. We look at
Using Lemma 2 we can see that
We therefore have for any ǫ > 0, η > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1),
We set,
Since if we send η to 0 then A 1 will become much larger than A 2 and A 3 we can choose η sufficiently small so that 1 2
Then the inequalities we have to satisfy become 1
So we can choose η sufficiently small so that all these inequalities are satisfied and we get that
Since, η is small (or if not we can make η even smaller), and H Π ≥ 0, the first term will dominate so we get d dt
So if we now convert to I we have
Since H(h) ≤ I(h), and H Π (h) ≤ H(h) we can write this as in the theorem.
p-entropies
In this section we will prove Theorem 2. Here for compactness of notation we suppress the p in the notation for the entropy functional. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 except that it is useful to understand the dissipation of I X in a different way. Also, a number of extra terms appear which can be shown to have a good sign and are therefore easy to deal with. We can justify switching the order of integration and differentiation as in section 2. We recall that p ∈ (1, 2]. We again make some notation
Our first lemma is Lemma 1 in the p-entropy setting.
Lemma 4.
For any h we have that
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 we first note that |x| 2 y p−2 is a convex function of x and y for x ∈ R d , y ∈ (0, ∞). As the sum of convex functions is a convex function, we can particularize to the case d = 1 where the Hessian matrix is
The trace is 2y p−2 +x 2 (p−2)(p−3)y p−4 ≥ 0, and the determinant is −2(p−2)(p−1)y (2p−6) x 2 ≥ 0. So the Hessian is positive definite. Therefore by the same argument as before we have that
Now by the Beckner inequalities for the torus, [2] , we have that
from which the second inequality follows. Lastly we know that
We can also prove a Lemma which is very similar to Lemma 3
Lemma 5. For any positive η we have
Proof.
Here for the last inequality we expand out and use that Π∇ x h = ∇ x Πh and Π(h 2−p ) ≤ (Πh)
Before we continue the proof as before we need to be able to deal with another term which appears for the p-entropies but not elsewhere.
Lemma 6. The function F p (r) defined for r ∈ [0, ∞) by
is positive when r is positive. Note that F p is zero whenever p is 1 or 2.
Therefore, by Taylor's theorem we have F p (r) = −(2 − p)(1 − p)s −p (r − 1) 2 for some s between r and 1. So F p (r) ≥ 0.
We now calculate the derivatives of different components of I(f ). In order that we can write things compactly we introduce the following extra notation
Here ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 are any strictly positive real numbers and,
Proof. The calculation for the first three terms is identical so we do not repeat it. We first expand out D to make it easier to recognise in the calculations later.
Now we can proceed to calculate the derivatives.
Using very similar calculations for the v-derivatives we have,
So now as before we can prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. As before, first we consider an entropy of the form
So by Lemma 7 we have
We can now use Lemma 5 to see
We set A 2 = λA 3 , ǫ = 2/λ,
Making η small enough we have
As before we have for η sufficiently small
Hence, for η possibly even smaller
Phrasing this in terms of I we get
The kinetic Fokker-Planck Equation
Here we consider the case where L = (∇ v −v)·∇ v , and still in the case where I, H represent the p-entropies. The proof is similar to the proof in section one of [23] . We use a different formalism to make the connection with the earlier sections. Again new terms appear which vanish in the case where p = 1, 2.
The strategy of the proof is much simpler than in sections 2 and 3. This is because when we differentiate the entropy we get −I
V . This means our proof does not need to involve H Π as we can control I M terms in the derivative of J by splitting it as a very large amount of I V and a very small amount of I X . Then we can cancel out the I V terms by adding a large amount of H to our functional.
First we calculate the dissipation of the various parts as before.
Where,
Proof. First we calculate that
where c, c ′ are equal to either x or v. A similar argument shows
Now we can calculate we have
The calculation for I V is similar except an additional term appears as the commutator of ∂ vi + v i and ∂ vi is non-zero meaning we gain a +2I V when doing integration by parts on the second term in the first line. Again for I M the calculations are similar, this time we only gain +I M due to the non-zero commutator.
Remark. Here again we can see additional terms appearing for p ∈ (1, 2) which are not present at the limit cases similarly to the linear relaxation case.
We are now able to prove Theorem 3.
we have a lot more flexibility in our proof as we can add H rather that H Π to the entropy functional and thereby make the coefficient of I V in the derivative of J as large as we want. So we calculate as before d dt
Recasting this in terms of I we get
We show for h, being bounded above and bellow and having bounded derivatives of all orders is propagated by the equation (this is similar to what is shown in the appendix of [10] ). In this set we can do all the calculations given in the main part of the paper. We then show for h ∈ W 1,1 (µ) with finite Fisher information then we can make a density argument to show that the result still holds in this case. Proof. We rewrite the equation for h in a mild formulation as follows
This leads to the following inequality
Therefore by Gronwall's inequality we have that
We also from this mild formulation that any mixed derivative can be written in terms of x derivative and derivatives of the initial data. Therefore, the derivatives will remain in L ∞ for all time.
Lemma 10. The equation preserves positivity and constants are a steady state of the equation therefore being bounded above and below is preserved.
Proof. We can show that
Therefore if e λt h(t, x + vt, v) is positive for all x and v then so is its derivative. Therefore it will remain positive for all time.
It is easy to check that constants are a steady state so if h(0)−c is positive then since positivity is preserved so is h(t) − c and similarly if C − h(0) is positive then so is C − h(t).
Lemma 11. Suppose that we have h(0) is in W 1,1 (µ) with bounded Fisher information, and also suppose we have a sequence h n (0) which has all our good properties and converges to h(0) in L 1 (µ) with H(h n (t)) ≤ Ae −Λt I(h n (0)), for every n then we have H(h(t)) ≤ Ae −Λt I(h(0)).
Proof. Convergence in L 1 implies that h n tends to h a.e. along a subsequence. Also, suppose that h 1 and h 2 are two solutions to the equation then
Therefore, sup
hence h n (t) tends to h(t) in L 1 therefore h n (t) also converges to h(t) almost everywhere along a subsequence.
Then since h n log(h n ) − h n + 1 ≥ 0 by Fatou's lemma we have (h(t, x, v) log(h(t, x, v))−h(t, x, v)+1)dµ ≤ lim inf n (h n (t, x, v) log(h n (t, x, v))−h n (t, x, v)+1)dµ.
Therefore, if we have h a solution to the equation with initial data h(0) as defined above we have that H(h(t)) ≤ lim inf n Ae −Λt I(h n (0)).
So to prove our theorem holds in this larger set it remains to show that we can find a sequence h n (0) converging to h(0) in L 1 (µ) where for every n h n (0) is positive, integrates to 1 against µ, is bounded bellow and has derivatives bounded of all orders which also satisfies lim inf n I(h n (0)) ≤ I(h(0)).
To do this we make a very standard molifier argument. Let χ be a smooth function on R + with χ(x) = 1 for x < 1 and χ(x) = 0 for x > 2 and |χ ′ (x)| 2 /χ(x) integrable. Then define χ R (x, v) = χ( v /R). Also let φ be a molifier integrating to one and compactly supported in B(0, 1) then set φ ǫ (x, v) = ǫ −2d φ((x, v)/ǫ). Take some h in W 1,1 (µ) with finite Fisher information. Let h R = hχ R , then set h ǫ,R = φ ǫ ⋆ h R and then h η,ǫ,R = (h ǫ,R + η)/( h ǫ,R 1 + η). So h η,ǫ,R is bounded below and has derivatives bounded of all orders and fairly clearly converges to h in L 1 (µ). So first we try and get rid of η since ∇h η,ǫ,R = ∇h ǫ,R /( h ǫ,R 1 + η) we get that Now we work on ǫ, we have that ∇h ǫ,R = φ ǫ ⋆ ∇h R . We can now make a similar argument based on Jensen's inequality and the fact that |x| 2 /y is convex to get that
Since, the mollification of and L 1 function converges in L 1 to that function we get that lim ǫ→0 I(h ǫ,R ) ≤ I(h R ).
Now we work on R, we note that
Since, h, ∇h, |∇h| 2 /h are all in L 1 (µ) we can see that lim R→∞ I(h R ) = I(h).
